Lighting & Lamps

**Number Plate Lamps**

1. **MK1 "D" type number plate lamp.**
   a. In chrome metal... .  
   b. In plastic chrome... .  
2. **Black plastic number plate lamp**
   
3. **Chrome metal boot lid number plate lamp**
4. **Lens and bulb holder for No.6.**
5. **Order individually.**  . PRG1230A

**White Indicator Kit**

White indicator lens kit for cars from 1986-1996 which includes two orange bulbs and caps for side repeater lens bulbs.

All parts available separately

5. **a. Clear front lens.**  . CDU3374W
   b. Orange indicator bulb  . GLB343
   c. Side repeater lens.  . AHU2592W
   d. Orange repeater bulb. . GLB501A
   e. Complete kit - for cars from 1986-1996 . M53028
   f. Complete kit - for cars with early front lens (20) . M55028

**Side Repeaters**

6. **Side repeater as fitted to Mini Special**
   (and export Austin 1100/1300 models).
   . AAU3296
7. **Bulb holder, without wiring for side repeaters**
   . DCP8004
8. **a. Side repeater lamp, standard fitment from 1986 on.**
   
   Red  Blue  Clear  Amber  Smoke
   
   AHU2592R  AHU2592B  AHU2592W  PRG9916A  AHU2592S
   b. Side repeater chrome rim. Chrome over brass for better shine.
   Order individually .  .  . B812394
9. **Wing Side Repeater Loom 1986 on.**
   . AFU3338

**Headlight Kit**

Lighten up and improve your vision.
If you have not already converted to halogen type lamps you really need to purchase this kit which contains all the parts required except the headlamp backing bowl S5400.

The light units are the same as those fitted to later mini's but have chrome backed dome for better reflective qualities.

10. **a. R/H/D complete kit which has left hand dip**
    . S46988
   b. **L/H/D complete kit which has right hand dip**
    . S46989
   c. **Replacement headlamp unit for RHD**
    . S4700
   d. **Replacement headlamp unit for LHD**
    . S4701

See also S6072 Free form light unit (No 5 on Page 52)

**Rear Fog Lights**

11. **Genuine Rover type fog lamp with bracket 115mm wide 75mm high.**

   **Lamp Only**  With bracket
   a. For R/H of car . XFE10006  XFE10006MS
   b. For L/H of car . XFE10006  XFE10007
12. **Universal fog lamp 140mm wide 75mm high.**

13. **Universal fog lamp 83mm wide 75mm high.**

**Front Indicators**

14. **a. Outer securing rim for pre 1986 indicator lamps.**
   . 7H5182
   b. **Stainless steel version of 7H5182.**  . 7H5182MS
15. **Rubber gaiter.**  . 508162
16. **Correct original clip to hold lamp to front panel.**
   . AK606021
17. **Screw to hold lamp to clip.** . GPK2256
18. **a. Original glass orange front indicator lamp**
   . XAE0103
   b. **Plastic orange front indicator lamp.**
19. **a. Indicator front lamp white plastic.**
   **b. Side lamp and Indicator front lamp combined with clear glass lens.**
   . 1B9100MS
   c. **Side lamp and Indicator front lamp combined with clear plastic lens**
19. **b. Knob & cable.**
20. **These lenses all fit No. 18 & 19.**

21. **Front indicator lamp 1986 -1996**
   (pre twin point).
   a. **Complete lamp with orange lens & cable**
   b. **Complete lamp with white lens & cable.**
   c. **Replacement lens for No. 21, with 2 screw holes.**
   a. Orange lens only . CDU3374
   b. White lens only . CDU3374W
22. **Front indicator for twin point Cars (1996 on).**

23. **a. Plastic twist-on lamp holder.**
    b. **Orange offset pin bulb for this lamp.**
    . GLB344
24. **Front indicator chrome rim.**
   Chrome over brass for better shine.
   Fits No.21 & 23.
   Order individually .  .  . B812395